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INTRODUCTION 
The continuous dependence of solutions of positive definite, self-adjoint 
partial differential equations on the domain was investigated by Babugka [I], 
[2]. In a recent paper, [3], Babugka and Vjibornjr also studied the continuous 
dependence of the eigenvalues of strongly-elliptic, self-adjoint partial dif- 
ferential operators on the domain. 
It is the aim of this paper to study formalisms in abstract Hilbert space by 
means of which results on various types of continuous dependences can be 
obtained. 
In the case of the positive definite operator it is found that the condition 
of self-adjointness can be dropped. The properties of operators of this type 
are studied in part II. In part III the behavior of the eigenvalues of a self- 
adjoint elliptic operator under various “small changes” is studied. In part IV 
some applications to partial differential operators and variational theory are 
sketched. 
I. BASIC: CONCEPTS AND RESULTS 
Let H be a complex Hilbert space. We use the symbols X, y, z,... for 
vectors in H and the symbols a, b, c,... for scalars. The inner product in H 
is denoted by (~,y) and the norm by I( .v 11 = (x, x)llz. Weak and strong 
convergence of a sequence (x~} to an element x0 E H are denoted by x’, - x0 
and x’, + x,, , respectively. 
A functional f  on H is called: 
(i) continuous if it is continuous in the strong topology on H, 
(ii) weakly continuous (w.-continuous) if it is continuous in the weak 
topology on H. 
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If f is real-valued, it is said to be weakly lower semicontinuous (w.l.s.- 
continuous) if 
lirnirff (xn) > f (x) whenever .v, - x. 
1. Bilinear forms on H x H 
1. DEFINITION. Let Q be a bilinear form on H x H. Q is bounded ;f for 
some M > 0 
I Q&Y) I d JJI II * II * II Y II for all x,y E H. (1) 
Q is positive dejinite if for some m > 0 
ReQ(x, x) > m 11 x II2 for all x E H, (2) 
and dejnite if for some m > 0 
I 0(x, 4 I 2 m II x l12. (3) 
We shall usually refer to a bilinear form as a “form.” 
A Hermitean form Q (i.e., Q(x, y) = Q(y, x)) is: 
(i) positive on H if Q(x, x) > 0 for all nonzero x E H, 
(ii) nonnegative on H if Q(x, x) 3 0 for all s E H. 
Concepts such as negative, nonpositive, etc., are defined analogously. 
I f  M is a linear manifold (i.e., linear subspace) in H, and if Q is a bounded 
Hermitean form on H then we define the subspaces (i.e., closed linear sub- 
spaces) 
MQ = {x : .v E H and Q(x, y) = 0 for ally E M}, 
2. THEOREM ([4], [5]). Let Q be a bounded Hermitean form on H. Then 
three mutually orthogonal and Q-orthogonal subspaces Hz , Hf and H,” of H 
exist such that H = H: @ H,” @ H,” and such that Q is positive on H,” and 
negative on H!. 
3. DEFINITION. Let Q be a bounded Hermitean form on H. We say that Q 
is elliptic on H if 
(i) Q(x, x) is w.l.s.-continuous and . 
(ii) x, - x and Q(xn , x,) -+ Q(x, x) imply x,, -+ x. 
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I f  Q is bounded (but not necessarily Hermitean) we say that Q is elliptic 
on H if Q(O) defined by 
is elliptic on H. 
Q’O’(x, Y) = i [Q&Y) + !x?(r, 41 (4) 
4. LEMMA ([4]). I f  Q is Hermitean and elliptic on H then the space 
H! @ HoQ is finite-dimensional. 
We also have the following characterization of ellipticity. 
5. THEOREM ([4]). A Hermitean form Q is elliptic on H sf and only sf Q 
is the sum of two Hermitean forms P and K with Ppositive definite and K(x, x) 
w.-continuous. 
6. COROLLARY. Let {x~ : a: E A) be a net (i.e. generalized sequence) of 
elements of H and let the Hermitean form Q be elliptic on H. If  xti - x E H 
and if the limit lim,Q(x, , XJ exists, then lim,Q(x, , x,) > Q(x, x). I f  
lim, Q(G , xJ = Q(x, x), then xE -+ x. 
PROOF. We need only prove the inequality for a positive definite form Q. 
It follows from the identity: 
86~ , x,) - Q(x, x) = Q(x& - x, xm - 4 + Q(x, x, - x) i Q&x - x, x) 
Q.E.D. 
For definite. bounded forms we obtain 
7. THEOREM. I f  Q is bounded and definite, then 
(4 x, - x and Q(xn , x,) + Q(x, x) imply x,, + x. 
(b) Q(xn , x,) + 0 implies x, + 0. 
(c) For any x* E H* there is a unique x E H such that Q(z, x) = x*z 
for all z E H. 
(c) is known as the Lax-Nilgram lemma [6]. 
8. DEFINITION. I f  Q is Hermitean we denote the quadratic form Q(x, x) 
by Q(x)- 
II. STABILITY PROPERTIES OF DEFINITE FORMS 
We suppose that Q is a bounded definite form on H x H with H a complex 
Hilbert space. We shall refer to problem P(x*, Q, H) as the problem of 
finding x E H such that 
Q(z, x) = x*z for all ZEH;X*EH*. 
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1. Inner and Outer Approximation-s of a Space 
1. DEFINITION. Let X be a family of proper subspaces of H. We say that 
X is an inner approximation of H if 
(a) H = sp{K : K E z@> (s$ = smallest subspace 1 all K E .#) and 
(b) the partially ordered set (2, C) is directed. 
2. THEOREM. Let x* E H* be given and let & be an inner approximation 
of H. Dejke the net {x(K) : k’ E ti} f  1 o e ements of H by letting x(K) be the 
solution of P(x*, Q, K). Then, if x E H is the solution of P(x*, Q, H), 
19 11 s - x(K) 11 = 0. (5) 
PROOF. We see that the net (x(K) : K E .%} is bounded for 
m II x(K) 11’ < I Q(x(K), x(K)) I = I x*x(K) I < II x* II * II x(K) II. 
Hence, by the reflexiveness of H there is a weakly convergent subnet 
{x(K,) : /E ?Z} where (9, <) is directed. Let x(KG) - x E H. We see that CC 
solves the problem P(x*, Q, H) for if z E sp{K : K E Z} (sp = smallest 
linear subspace > all K), then, since (Z, C) is directed, there is K1 E 2 
such that z E K1 . Since (9, <) is directed it follows from the definition 
of subnet and weak convergence that, for every E > 0, there is 8, E 9 such 
that / > /s implies that K/1 K1 and ( Q(z, x(Kt)) - Q(z, x) ( < E. But 
Ktl K, implies that Q(.z, x(K,)) = x*z; i.e., Q(z, x) = x*z for all 
z~sp{K:K~~}.Butsp{K:K~~}isdenseins~{K:K~~}=H and 
hence Q(z, X) = x*z for all z E H. 
But this argument is valid for every weakly convergent subnet of 
{x(K) : K E X’}, i.e. every weakly convergent subnet converges weakly to X. 
It follows by a simple argument that {x(K) : K E Z} converges weakly to x. 
Finally, since Q(x, X) - Q(x(K), x(K)) = x*(x - x(K)), we see that 
Ii$iQ(x - x(K), x - x(K)) = 0 
and hence (5) holds. Q.E.D. 
An argument analogous to the proof of Theorem 2 can be used to prove 
the validity of the Lax-Milgram lemma. If it can be shown that the problem 
P(x*, Q, K) is solvable for every K E Z, then it follows that the limit x of 
the net {x(K)} is a solution of P(x*, Q, H). This has indeed been done by 
the writer, [7], for the case where H is a reflexive Banach space by taking 2 
as the family of all finite dimensional subspaces of H. If  H is a separable 
Hilbert space with Schauder basis {ui , us ,...}, the family 2 can be chosen to 
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consist of the finite dimensional subspaces Hl C Hz C ... where 
H, = sp{u, ,..., nn}. In this case a constructive proof of the Lax-Milgram 
lemma is obtained (see e.g. [8] and [9]). 
3. DEFINITION. Let L be a proper subspace of H and let ,8 be a family of 
subspaces of H such that L is a proper subspace of every member of .@. .%! is 
called an outer approximation of L if 
(a) L = n (K : K E Z} and 
(b) the partially ordered set (Y, I) is directed. 
4. THEOREM. Let x* E H” be given and let Y be an outer approximation of 
L C H. DeJilze the net {.x(K) : K E X} f  1 o e ements of H by letting x(K) be the 
solution of P(x*, 0, K). Then, if s EL is the solution of P(x*, Q, L), 
‘$I (1 x - N(K) // = 0. (6) 
PROOF. Let {x(&) : Ed .P} where (U, <) is directed, be a subnet of 
{x(K) : K E .A“} converging weakly to x E H. We show that x EL. Let K E 2 
and write x = 2c1 + .~a with x1 E K, ~a E H 13 K. Then 
For any E > 0, there is 8, E 2 such that F 3 [a implies that Kt c K and 
I II N II’ - (.y, 4%)) I < 4% I (~1, x(K,) - X) / < e/2. But if K, C K, then 
(x, x(Ke)) = (x1, x(Kl)) and hence I/ x2 IIa < E, i.e., .x2 = 0. Hence s E K 
for any K E Y, i.e., .\* EL. The rest of the argument proceeds along similar 
lines as the proof of Theorem 2. Q.E.D. 
In a recent paper, [lo], J. C ea g ave an axiomatic treatment of approxima- 
tions which essentially include inner and outer approximations. Instead of 
having the members of .X as subspaces of H, Cea considers a sequence Hk 
of “approximating” spaces together with a sequence {p,} of linear operators 
which “embed” Hk in H, and a sequence of linear operators {rk} which 
“project” H onto Hk . Instead of assuming that the images of the spaces Hk 
under p, are directed by inclusion, some of the properties which follow from 
our situation, e.g., boundedness of the net {s(K)} and the fact that the limit 
of the net is in H, are hypothesized. 
2. Bilinear forms Depending on a Parameter 
Let R and F be complex normed linear spaces with elements r, s, t,... and 
f, g, b and norms II liR, II IIF, respectively. Let H be a complex Hilbert 
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space as before. We consider a complex-valued functional Q(x, y, r) = Q~(x, y) 
on H x H x R with the following properties: 
(a) Qr(x, y) is bilinear on H x H for every fixed r E R. 
(b) Qr(x, y) is additive on R for X, y E H, fixed. 
(c) There is a constant MI > 0 such that 
I Q,(%Y) I G AT1 II x II * IIY II * ~1 r IIR for all x,y E H and I E R. 
We also consider a complex-valued functional .X,*(X) .= X:X( f E F, x E H) 
on H Y F such that 
(d) .X$X is linear on H for every fixed f E F, 
(e) .$x is additive on F for every fixed x E H, and 
(f) there is a constant Mz > 0 such that 
I b$-v I d K II x II . Ilf /IF for all XEH and fEF. 
1. DEFINITION. Let C be a set of elements in R. We say that Q,. is deJnite/ 
positive definite/elliptic on H x C sf Q,. is dejnitejpositive definite/elliptic on H 
for every (fixed) r E C. 
2. LEMMA. Let C be a closed (in the norm topology) set of elements in R 
and suppose that Q,, is definite on H x C. Let m(r) be defined as 
m(r) = inf {I QJx, X) 1 : 11 zi jj = l}, r E C. 
Suppose r,, is a limit point of C and the sequence {r,} converges to r,, in the norm 
topology. Then the sequence {m(r,)} has a positive lower bound t.~. 
PROOF. Suppose that the statement is false. Then, for any natural number 
j there is a unit vector xi E H and an integer n(j) > 0 such that 
1 Qrnti)(xj , &vj) / < lij. The sequence {n(j)} (j = 1, 2,...) cannot be bound- 
ed. Hence we may assume, without loss of generality, that n(j) + co when 
j- co. Setting r, = r, + s, where s, + 0, then, by additivity, (b), 
and boundedness, (c), we have 
i.e., 
0 = lim Q’“( j,(~~j , .~i) = lim Qr,(xj , xj), 
0 = lim j Q,.,,(x~ , Xj) I 3 m(r,,) > 0. 
Q.E.D. 
3. LEMMA. Let fn -+f in F. Put MC,, = II xf*, II . Then the sequence 
{M& has a finite upper bound Y. 
409/2dI-9 
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PROOF. xf”,x -+ X$X for all x E H. Hence sup (11 ~7~ I/ : n = 1, 2,...} < cc 
(see [ll], Theorem 3.6, Chap. II). Q.E.D. 
4. THEOREM. Suppose Q.r is definite on H x C where C is a (strongly) 
closed set in R. Let r. be a limit point of C and let the sequence {m} of vectors in C 
converge (strongly) to rO. Let fO be any point in F and let fn +fO ( fn EF, 
n = 1, 2 ,... ). Let .x~ be the solution of P($~, Q,., , H). (n = 0, 1, 2 ,... ). Then 
x, + x0 . 
PROOF. Put Y, = r,, + s, , fn = fO + g, . We obtain the identity: 
Qc,(r, xn - xo) = - Q,(Y, 4 + x;~(Y) 
for all y  E H. By taking y  = .v~ - x,, we obtain 
11% - x~ I/ d [m(yO)l-'[Ml 11 xn 11 . 11 h IIR + % lb& 11~1. 
By Lemmas 2 and 3 the sequence {I/ x, 11) is bounded by p-iv < co and hence 
IIx,-xOII-+O when n.co. Q.E.D. 
A similar result can be found in [12], p. 41. 
5. THEOREM. Let Qr, be dejinite on H and let r, + r, in R. Then all but a 
finite number of the forms Qr, are definite on H. 
PROOF. Let B = {x : x E H and I QTO(x, x) I = 1). 
For x E B, I Qr(x, x) I < fi4 II r IIR II x II2 < Wm-l(ro) II r IIR , where 
m(r,) )I x IIs < I QrO(x, x) / . Hence the limit lim,,,Q,(x, x) = 0 exists uni- 
formly on B. It follows that, for any E > 0, there is an integer n(c) such that 
n > n(c) implies 
I 1 - I Qr,(x, 4 I I < I Q&, 4 - Qr,@, 4 I -=z  for all x E B. 
For 1 > E > 0, n > n(c) therefore implies that 
I I Q&G 4 I - I Q&, 4 I I -=c E I Q&, 4 I 
i.e., 
for all x E H, 
(1 - 4 I Q&, 4 I < I Q&t 4 I for all x E H. 
Q.E.D. 
III. STABILITY PROPERTIES OF EIGENVALUES 
In this part all the bilinear forms which appear, will be Hermitean. We 
consider two complex, separable Hilbert spaces Ho and H, with inner pro- 
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ducts, norms, weak and strong convergence indicated by (x, y),, , (x, y)r , 
II x 110 3 II x //I 9 xn 7 4 xn f x9 x~; x, x, 7 x, respectively. We shall 
assume that HI C H,, in a set theoretical sense and that the operator 
J:x~Hr+x~H,,iscornpact. 
Since J is continuous from the weak topology of HI to the strong topology 
of H,, , it follows that if a net {x= : 01 E -4) of elements of HI converges weakly 
in H, to x E H, , then Jx= 2 Jx. 
1. The Eigenvalue Problem 
1. DEFINITION. Let Q be a bounded bilinear form on HI x HI and let h, 
be a subspace of HI . We say that the (real) number h is an esgenvahe of Q 
on h, if there is a nontrivial x E h, such that 
Q(x, z) = X(x, z)o for all z E h, . 
x is called the corresponding eigenvector of Q on h, . 
2. LEMMA (see [13]). The form Q de$ned and bounded on HI x HI is 
elliptic on a subspace h, of HI if and only if there are Lo 3 0, L, > 0 such that 
for all x E h, . 
Q(x) 2 L, II x II12 -L, II x llo (7) 
3. THEOREM ([13]). Let Q be elliptic on the subspace h, of HI . The e&n- 
values A, and corresponding esgenvectors xk are determined by the minimum- 
principles : 
A, = Q(q) = inf {Q(x) : x E h, , 11 x I\,, = 1) 
A, = Q(x,J = inf {Q(x) : x E h, , 11 x I\,, = 1, (x, x&, = 0 for R = 1,2 ,..., n - l} 
(n = 2, 3 ,... ). Furthermore, A, < h,+I (n = 1,2 ,... ), A, + + CO when n--t CO. 
The esgenvectors satisfy the following relation: 
The following result is proved exactly in the same way as the special case 
in [14]: 
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4. THEOREM. Let Q be elliptic on h, and let u1 ,..., u,.., be elements qf HU . 
Let 
d(u, ,..., uI;-i) = inf{Q(u) : 21 ~ht, 11 u II,, = 1 
and (u, z+),, = Ofor j = l,..., k - 1). 
Then d(u, ,..., uI;-i) < &. , the kth eigenealue of Q on 11, . 
5. COROLLARY. Let 1V, iv’ be subspaces of h, aud suppose I\’ C S’, and Q 
is elliptic on N’. Let A,(N), h,(N) deuote the eigeuvalues of Q on N, -Y’, yes- 
pectively. Then X,(N’) < h,:(N). I f  P(x) > Q(x) on h, and if pLn, A, are the 
respective eigenvalues of P and Q on h, , then II,: > A, (k = 1, 2,...). 
2. Dependence of Eigenvalues on Inner and Outer Approximations 
Let Q be a bounded bilinear form on H1 x H1 , elliptic on a subspace k, 
of H1 . In the results up to Theorem 4, we assume that Y is an inner appro- 
ximation of h, . I f  N E Z’, then the kth eigenvalue and eigenvector of Q on A7 
is denoted by AL(N), x,(N), respectively. 
1. LEMMA. Suppose zq , zc2 ,..., w, E h, and (wS , tilt),, = 6,, (s, t = I? . . . . p). 
Then there is a constant A > 0 depending on I/ J 11 , /I wi /I1 for (i = l,...,p) 
such that to every E > 0, sufficiently small but arbitrary, an N E .X and vI , 
v, ,..., vp EN exist for which 11 zcc, - v, II1 < AE and (vS , z!~)~ = S,5, . 
PROOF. Since S = sp(iV : N E Y} is dense in h, , there must be 
Ul ,-.-, u, E S such that I/ ~1,~ - u,< /Ii < E (s = l,..., p). Since (X, C) is 
directed, there must be N E X such that ur ,..., U, E N. H,,-orthonormaliza- 
tion of ui ,..., u, yields a set q ,..., vD E N such that II ZL’, - ~1,~ iI1 < rle for 
some constant A, provided E > 0 is sufficiently small. We give some of the 
typical steps for the proof: 
I! w1 - II Ul /lo -"t <~~w,-U,,/,+~. /I 1 ' u1 o I 1 - II Ul II0 I 




II Ul II0 I = I II Wl II0 - II Ul II0 I G II Wl -- 4 II0 
G II J II * II Wl - Ul Ill < II / II E* 
1 
I/ulIlo>l -il.lll~:,+ if - E G 2-11 J II ’ 
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and 




II 2‘1 II0 
and p = max (11 wi II1 : i = l,...,p}, 
we see that 
II WI - % Ill < (1 + 2(P + 1) II 1 II> 6. 
Setting zis = us - (q , u&, q , we obtain 
II zL'2 - 4 Ill < 6 + II % Ill I (% t 40 I < E + 2(P + 1) I (VI t U2>" I 
and 
I (u 2 , do I < I h2 - w2 , sh I + I (w2 , vl - w& I < cona. E, 
i.e., II 20~ - zi2 /II < const. E etc. Q.E.D. 
2. LEMMA. If Xl ,..., Xp , h, ,..., h, are the first p eigenvectors and eigen- 
values of Q on h, , then, for E > 0, su@iently small but arbitrary, there is 
N E X and a set v1 ,..., vP of Ho-orthonormal vectors in N such that 
Q(vx) < A, + AI< for some constant A, > 0 which depends on Q, x1 ,..., xp 
and II J 11 , and such that, II xx’, - v, II1 < AE for A > 0 and s = l,..., p. 
PROOF. By Lemma 1, there is N E 2 and vr ,..., v9 E N such that, 
(29, v& = SSt (s, t = l,..., p) and I/ N, - vS II1 < AE for some A > 0. Now 
Q(vs) = Qbis) + Qbs > v, - .ys) + Q(vs - .1c, , v,) 
< 4 + I Qks 3 vs - 4 I + I Q(v, - x’, > 4 I 
< x, + AA+ + Aiqp + 1) E for E sufficiently small, 
with 
p = max (11 Xi iI1 : i = I,..., p} and 18(x, Y) I d M II x III II y l/P 
3. THEOREM. The net {X,(N) : N E SF> is convergent and 
A, = 1% h,(N) (p = 1, 2,...). 
PROOF. Let 
A, = inf (X,(N) : N E A?}. 
By Corollary 1.5, 
ii, = 1$-r h,(N) and A, < i;, . 
For E > 0, sufficiently small, but arbitrary, let vr ,..., v, E N be the vectors 
obtained in Lemma 2. Let ur ,..., uD-r be the first p - 1 eigenvectors of Q 
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on N. We determine the constants ci ,..., c, in such a way that u = C: cjvj 
is an Ha-unit vector which is Ha-orthogonal to u1 ,..., uD-r . By Theorem 1.3 
and Lemma 2 we have 
sinceCIc,Ia=landhj<h,forj<$. 
Ifj # k, then, by Lemma 2 and Theorem 1.3, 
t Q(vj , vk) 1 < 1 Ski - xi > Vd 1 + 1 Q(xi > vk - xk) 1 
< MA(2p + A} E if E < 1. 
Hence there is a constant A, > 0 such that 
A, d 1, d A, + &, 
for E > 0 sufficiently small, but arbitrary. Q.E.D. 
4. THEOREM. There is a subnet (x,(Nc) : L E U} of {x,(N) : N E s?} such 
that 
1% II 4%) - x, 111 = 0 (p = 1, 2,...). 
PROOF. Since the net {Q(x,(N)) : N E X} is convergent, it is bounded. By 
inequality (7), the net {x,(N)} is therefore bounded. Hence there is a subnet 
{xl(NG,) : t1 E ?Zl} w ic h’ h converges weakly in Hi to some x1 E h, . Similarly, 
we may obtain a subnet {xa(NG,) & E P’,,} of {xr(NtJ : r$ E Zi} which con- 
verges weakly in HI to xa E h, , etc. Finally there is a subnet (x,(N) : ee Y} 
of {xk(N) : N E X} (k = 1, 2 ,...) such that x,(N,) -;‘ xk E h, for k = 1,2 ,..., p. 
By the compactness of the operator J, xk(Np) 7 X~ and hence (xii , xj),, = skj 
for j = l,..., p. By the previous theorem 
A1 = 19 QMN)) Z Q(4 > A, , 
I.e., 4 = Q(4 = 19 Q(xdNe)>. 
Hence xl(NG) -;‘xi and x1 is the first eigenvector of Q on h, . Also since 
(Xl P x2)0 = 0, II x2 I/o = 1, 
etc. 
A2 = 1% Qb(Nr)) 9 Q(+> b X2 , 
Q.E.D. 
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Let L, be a proper subspace of h, and let 9 be an outer approximation 
of L, . Again, let h,(N), x,(N) denote the pth eigenvalue and eigenvector 
ofQon NE&?. Let&, xg denote the corresponding entities on L, . 
5. THEOREM. lim,, X,(N) = h, . There exkts a subnet {x,(Nc) : L E 9} 
of {x,(N) : NE cz?} such that x,(N[) 7 x9. 
PROOF. h,(h,) < h,(N) < h, for N E &‘. It follows from Corollary 1.5 
and inequality (7) that the nets {x,(N) : N E &‘} (p = 1, 2,...) are bounded. 
Hence there is a subnet (xk(Nt) : [E 9} of {xk(N) : NE 2) (k = l,...,~) 
such that xk(Nd) 7 xk E h, and xk(Nt) 7 xk (k = l,..., p). As in the proof 
of Theorem 1.4, part II, xk ELM for k = l,...,p and by continuity of (x,y)a 
in H, , (xk , xj)s = Sk1 . It is also seen that the subnets can be chosen in such 
a way that the nets {&(Nl) : GE 6p} are convergent. Hence 
etc. 
A, 3 ‘9 h(Nt) = ‘9 Q(x@V) 2 Q(4 3 A, 
Q.E.D. 
3. Bilinear Forms Depending on a Parameter 
As in Section 2, part II, let Qr(x, y) b e a f amily of bilinear forms on Hr x Hr 
with r in a normed linear space R, satisfying the inequality 
I Q&,Y) I G % II x II1 IIY II1 II r IIR , 
which is additive in the “parameter” r. 
1. LEMMA. Suppose r,, + r, in the norm topology for R and suppose the 
quadratic forms Qr,(x) are elliptic on h, for n = 0, 1, 2,... . Then there are 
constants El > 0 and E, > 0 such that 
Q~,~~~~~~II~/l~2-~~II~ll~2 forall xEhl (8) 
and for n = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
PROOF. By Lemma 1.2 we see that there are constants E,, > 0 such that 
the quadratic forms 
P,(x) = Q&l + cn II x Ilo 
are positive definite on h, for n = 0, 1, 2 ,... . Let 
% = inf (6 > 0 : Qr,(x) + E II x Ilo positive definite on h,}. 
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We first show that sup {en : n = 1, 2,... ) < + co. For if it were not the 
case, then for every positive integer j we could find a positive integer n(j) 
and a vector xnfj) E h, such that (/ x,(j) II1 = 1 and such that 
The sequence (n(j)} cannot be bounded and hence we may assume, without 
loss of generality, that n(j) --f CO when j-+ 00 and that x,cj) 7 x E h, . 
Since, obviously, Qrn13, (x,o)) < 0 for j = 1, 2 ,... we have, by w.l.s.-con- 
tinuity, that 
0 3 lim Sup Qr,(,)(GCj) 2 1’ Im SUP Or&~,(j)) 3 lim inf Q,.,(G (j)) 3 Qr,(-~). 
Also, 
(9) 
0 > liminf(Qrntj,(xnd +I’ II xn(j) II,‘) 
> lim inf Q,.,(,mcj,) + lim infj 11 xntj) 11a2 
> Qr,(x) + lim inf j jl xntj) &,2. 
It follows that 11 x,(,, &,2 + 0 when j --t co because the sequence { 11 m,(j) Ii,,] 
is convergent. Hence we have from (9) that 
Qr,(xn(j)) + Q,(x) = QJO) = 0. 
Hence ellipticity implies that x,o) 7 0 which is impossible. 
Let E, = sup {en : n = 0, 1, 2 ,,.. }. Then the quadratic forms 
~&) = Or,@9 + 4 II x l/o2 
are positive definite on h, for n = 0, 1, 2,... . An argument similar to the 
proof of Lemma 2.2 of part II (an application of that lemma will also do) 
now shows that there is a constant E, > 0 such that P,(x) > E, 11 x [lls for 
all x E h, . 
Q.E.D. 
2. THEOREM. Let C be a closed set in R such that Qr(x) is elliptic on h, x C. 
Let X,(Y) be the kth eigenvalue of Q,.(x) on h, for Y E C. Then the map A, : C --f R’ 
is continuous for k = 1, 2,... . 
PROOF. Letr,+r,inRforr,,,r,,... E C. We first show that the sequence 
{h,(r,) : n = 1, 2,...} is bounded. Towards this, we let 
K = sup {I\ r, IIR : n = 1, 2,...}. 
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Then for 71 = 1, 2,... 
Or&) < M,K II x Ill2 = L II x Ill2 
for all x E HI . Let pr, p2 ,... be the eigenvalues of the quadratic form 
L 11 x Ill2 on h, . By Corollary 1.5 and (8) we have 
- 4, < M-n) < pr for n = 0, 1) 2 )... . 
Hence it follows from (8) that the sequence {x~(Y,)} is HI-bounded, where 
q(y) is the Kth eigenvector of Qr on hr. 
We prove that Ak(yn) + A,(Y,) for k = 1, 2,... by induction. First, for 
k = 1, we have, by setting Y, = r. + s, where s, + 0, and applying Theo- 
rem 1.3, that 
UYO) = Q,(xdyJ) = lim Qr,(~~dyo>) 3 lim sup Qr,(x&,)) 
Hence 
Wd = lim Qr,(xI(yn)). 
But 
I W,) - Wn) I < I W,) - Q&dyn)) I - I !2s,,(~~d4) I- 0 
since (11 x,(r,) &} is bounded. 
Next we assume that A,(Y,) + &(Y,) for k = l,..., p - 1. We shall prove 
that AD(m) +&,(Y,,) by showing that every convergent subsequence of 
{h,(r,)} has the limit h,(r,,). Let (hZ)(ry)} b e such a subsequence. By the bound- 
edness of the sequences {xk(yv)} we see that we can choose a subsequence 
of {Y”}, which we again denote by {rv} such that for X; , .x; ,..., X; E h, we have 
that 
for k = l,...,p, 
and hence 
By using the induction hypothesis, it is now easily proved that the vectors 
x; , x; )...) XL-~ are eigenvectors of Q,., on h, , with XL corresponding to 
:,$r$. T,he eigenvectors xJY,,), ~~+r(rs),... are chosen to be Ha-orthogonal 
1, x, ,--*, +I * 
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Choose a real number t such that 
t > sup {X,(Y,) for all Y}, 
and define the bilinear forms 
D-1 
P,,,k, Y) = Q&T Y) - c P&v) - tl (xv x&J, (x&Jt Y)O 9 
k=l 
V-l 
P,(x, Y) = Qr,(x, Y) - 1 My,,) - tl (~3 4h (4 9 Y)O . 
kl 
It is seen that these forms are elliptic on hi and that hP(rY) is the smallest 
eigenvalue of PT, on h, , . 1~ (Y ) being the corresponding eigenvector. Likewise, 2, y 
h,(r,) is the smallest eigenvalue of PT, on hi with x,(r,,) the corresponding 
eigenvector. 
In the same way as for the case K = 1, we now have 
Ur,) = P&,(y,)) = lim P&,(yd 2 lim sup Pry(x&J) 
Z lim SUP Q&p(yJ) 3 lim SUP Qr&(y,N 
Hence 
3 lim inf Q,(xv(yvN > Q&iJ 3 Ud 
h,(r,) = lim QTo(xv(l;l)) = lim Q1.(xv(~J) = lim &,(Y~). 
Q.E.D. 
IV. APPLICATIONS 
1. Function Spaces 
Let !2 be a bounded domain in real Euclidean n-space, R”. We write 
where (Y = (q ,..., a,) is a multi-index consisting of an n-tuple of nonnegative 
integers. We write 1 OL 1 for C ai . Points of R* will be denoted by t = (tr ,..., t,,) 
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The inner product in L,(Q) is denoted by (u, v),, = so UG dt. We define the 
Hilbert space H,(D) as the closure of the class C’@) with respect to the norm 
II u Ilm = ), grn II D-u lloz/1’2, 
m-. 
where 1) z, I\,, = (w, v)‘,‘“. The inner product in H,(Q) is defined as 
(4 % = 1 (D%, Dw),, , 
bl<rn 
where DW is taken in a generalized sense. C:(Q) will denote the subclass of 
Cm@) consisting of functions with (compact) support in a. H,O(Q) will 
denote the closure of C:(Q) in the H,(Q)-topology. 
L,=H,0=Ho3H,3H23...3H, 
in a set-theoretical sense. When Q is bounded, it is well known that the 
operator JP . x E H,, -+ x E H (EL < m, m > 0) is compact under very general 
conditions (see e.g. [15]). It is also true that H, is dense in HP for 0 < /.L < m. 
We denote by La(B) the linear space of all essentially bounded on Q- 
functions (with respect to Lebesque - R measure) with norm 
Ilf Ilm = ess. SUP {If(t) I : t E Q>. 
Let R,(Q) be the product space 
Rm(~)=~{L,(~):I~I~m,lBI <m>, 
which can be normed according to 
II r IIR, = C {II rafi IL : I 01 I < m, I P I G 4, 
where r E Rm and the rmB EL,(I 01 1 < m, 1 p I < m) are the “coordinates” of 
r, and where addition and scalar multiplication is defined “coordinatewise.” 
We define the family of bilinear forms Q(x, y) by 
QAx, Y) = C i(rti~ Da,, DY)~ : I 01 I < m, I B I G 4 (9) 
with z.~EL,,x,~EH,,~ER~, and raa the coordinates of r. Evidently 
I Q&Y) I G const. II x IL IIY IL II r IIR, . 
The generalized Dirichlet problem for members of the family of bilinear 
forms on H, x H,,, is then stated as follows: given any x* E Hz(Q), find 
x E H,(Q) such that 
Q&x, x) = x*x for all z E H,(Q). 
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The form 0,(x, y) is Hermitean if and only if r&t) = ram(t) on Q. When 
Qr(,v, y) is Hermitean and r=s E C(a) for 1 n 1 = / fl 1 = m, then it is elliptic 
H,,,O(Q) if and only if there is a constant E > 0 such that 
E I E 12”1 Pm@, t, E) = z (ra&t) PP : I 01 I = I B I = 4 
for every t E 0 and every real n-tuple E = ([i ,..., f,,), where 
(10) 
(’ = n {gi : i = 1, 2,..., n} and j 5 l2 = 1 gi2 : i = 1, 2 ,..., nj. 
(See [16]). 
2. Approximations of a Domain 
\\;e construct an example of the system studied in section 1 of part II and 
section 2 of part III. This will, when specialized, give some of the results 
found in [I], [2], and [3]. 
Let Q be a bounded domain in Rn and let {Q2, : u E A} = I be a family of 
subdomains such that 
(i) !Z& C Q, for (a E rZ), 
(ii) .Q = U {Q, : a: E =2}, 
(iii) the partially ordered system {I, C} is directed. In this case we see 
that the family Y = {H,,O(Sr,) : OL E A} is an inner approximation of H,,O(Q). 
1Vhen the family 1 is countable and Q, C Q, C **a C D, we obtain the results 
of [ll, PI, and [31. 
Outer approximations are studied similarly but it is found that the condi- 
tion that D = n J?‘& is not sufficient to ensure that an outer approximation 
is obtained (see remarks in [3]). 
3. Problems with Continuous Coefficients 
It is seen that the forms Q,(x, y) defined in (9) satisfy all the requirements 
stated in section 2, part II. Furthermore, since the most general member 
of Hz has the form 
.+=~((fa,D”4,:1~/ <m,faEHo), (11) 
we see that a similar construction (with F,,, = fl {H,(O) : 1 01 1 < m>, f EF,) 
is possible in this case. 
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We also see that if Qr is elliptic on H,O(J2) with rtia E C(o) for 
1 OL 1 = / ,!I / = m, that the form 
P&2', y) = x {(raa ZYJX, Day)o : I '3 1 = 1 p I = m} 
is positive definite on H,,O(J2). If, therefore rtn) + r in R,, , then all but a 
finite number of the forms QTtn, are elliptic on H,O(J2) (see Theorem 2.5, 
part II). Hence, if an elliptic form Q,. with continuous “leading coefficients” 
exists on R,,, , then there are closed set CC R,,, such that QJ is elliptic on 
EZ,,O(Q) whenever s E C. 
The results of section 2, part II, and section 3, part III, therefore describe 
continuous dependence on the coefficient function r&t) etc. 
4. The Hestenes Theory of Focal Points 
The theory of continuous dependence of eigenvalues of a Hermitean 
elliptic form can also be applied to obtain results in the calculus of variations. 
In variational problems it is of some interest to determine whether an “admis- 
sible function” exists for which the “second variation,” which is a quadratic 
form, will assume a negative value, i.e., we wish to determine whether the 
space H! (Theorem 1.2 of part I) has a positive dimension. For this purpose 
a theory of “focal points” or “conjugate points” is developed. Hestenes [4], 
has developed such a theory when the quadratic for Q was assumed to be a 
so-called quasi-Legendre form (i.e., Q is elliptic on HQ 0 Hy . We shall 
give a short account of that theory when Q is assumed to be elliptic with some 
other less general assumptions than those made by Hestenes. The additional 
condition we impose, may be omitted without any serious complications. 
We again assume the Ho, HI, hi-f ormalism of sectionII1. Let Q be a 
Hermitean form on HI , elliptic on h, . 
1. DEFINITION. Let B = {h,(E) : a < E < b} be a one-parameter family 
of subspaces of h, sattifying the following: 
Ma) = 0, h,(b) = h, (12) 
a<E1<eE?<b implies that hl(%) c hI(4 (13) 
a<e<b implies that h,(c) = n {h,(T) : 7 > e} (14) 
a<c<b implies that h,(c) = sp(h,(T) : 7 < c}. 
We say that the family B is a resolution of h, . 
Hestenes did not impose condition (15). 
(15) 
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Let Ak(<) be the kth eigenvalue of Q on h,(c) E B. (C E (a, b)). By Theorems 
1.4, 2.3, and 2.5 of part III, &(c) is a monotonic nonincreasing function of 
E, defined and continuous on (a, b]. We need the following: 
2. LEMMA. Let B be a resolution of h, and let A,(E) be the kth eigenvalue of 
Q(x) on h,(E) E B (a < E < b). Fm 0 > (6 - a) su.ciently small, &(c) > 0. 
PROOF. Suppose that for every l > a we can find X(C) E h,(E) such that 
]I X(C) /Ii = 1 and Q(x(e)) < 0. We may now choose a sequence {en} in (a, b] 
such that E,, 4 a, pi >, l a >, l a > ... > a, and such that x(E,) - x0: We see 
that x0 E $(u) = 0, i.e., x,, = 0. By w.1.s. continuity 
1 
i.e., lirnn+= Q(x(EJ) = Q(xO), i.e., X(EJ 7 0 which is impossible. Therefore 
X,(C) must be positive for some E > a, and X,(C) < X,(e) < ... . Q.E.D. 
3. LEMMA. The space hy- (Theorem 1.2, part I) is nontrivial if and only 
if there are points on (a, b) where some of the Ale(c) change their sign. The number 
of eigen-values that change their sign in (a, b) is finite and equal to the dimension 
hQ 1-e 
PROOF. The first statement is trivial. The second statement follows from 
the fact that dim (hf-) equals the dimension of a maximal linear subspace of 
h, on which Q is negative. The space spanned by the eigenvectors belonging 
to negative eigenvalues on h, is such a space and the number of negative 
eigenvalues on h, equals the number of sign changes. Q.E.D. 
4. DEFINITION. If the point ch: = inf {e : E E (a, b], &(E) < 0} exists and 
is in (a, b), then it is called the kth focal point of Q(x) with respect to B. 
5. COROLLARY. Zf the kth focalpoint of Q(x) with respect to B exists then the 
jth focal point (j = l,..., k - 1) also exists. The number of focal points equals 
dim (hf-). Zf Ed, E* ,..., Ed are the focal points of Q with respect to B, then 
El < 62 < ... < E, . Zf Ed is a focal point of Q with respect to B, then 
hk(+) = 0, i.e., (hl(+J),,Q (Theorem I.2 of part I) is nontrivial. 
One readily deduces the following result of Hestenes: 
6. THEOREM. Zf B is a resolution of h, and E # 7 implies that 
(hd~))oQ n MT)hQ = 0 
for all E, 7 E [a, b], then 
(i) E E (a, b) nS a focalpoint of Q with respect to B if and only if Q is degener- 
ate on h,(E). 
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(ii) &(E) ti strictly monotonic in some neighborhood of the Rth focal point. 
Using Corollary 1.5, part III, one deduces the following comparison 
theorems: 
7. THEOREM. If &I is a subspace of h, and ;f i;,(c) 3 i;, n h,(E) where 
h,(e) E B, then B = {&(E) : E E [a, b] is a resolution of & . I f  E, are the focal 
points of Q with respect to B, then 
<I, > Ek (k = 1, 2 ,..., dim kf!) 
If Q(l)(x) 2 Q(x) on h, , then 
$) > Ek (k = 1, 2 ,..., dim hz” ), 
(with obwious notation). If Q(l)(x) > Q(x) for all nonzero x E h, , then 
The result of section 3, part III also yields a result which is somewhat 
related to Theorem 7: Let Qr(x, y) be a family of Hermitean bilinear forms 
on H1 x Hr x R with R a complex normed linear space satisfying the 
conditions (a), (b), and (c), section 2, part II. 
8. THEOREM. Let C be a closed set in R such that Q,. is elliptic on h, x C. 
Let B be a resolution of h, and let ck(t) denote the kth focal point of QJY E C) 
with respect to B. Let r,, be a limit point of C and let r,, + rO with r, E C 
(n = 1, 2 ,... ). I f  &(E, T,,) ( w h ere h,(s, r) denotes the kth eigenvalue of QT on 
h,(c)) is strictly monotonic in some neighbourhood of E~(Y,,), then 
PROOF. Let [c, dj C (a, b) be any closed interval such that E~(Y,,) E (c, d) 
and such that &(E, r,,) is strictly monotonic in (c, d). For every E E (a, b) we 
have that &(z, r,J -+ &(c, Y,,). Hence there is N > 0 such that h,(c, rm) > 0 
and h,(d, I,) < 0 for all n > N. By continuity +(r,) E (c, d) for every n > N. 
But [c, d] is arbitrary. Q.E.D. 
9. REMARK. We have, in the proof of Theorem 8, tacitly assumed that 
+(f;l) exists for all r, . Theorem 3.2, part III, however, guarantees that all 
but a finite number of the zJr,J will exist. 
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